‘Goodbye EU!’ Farage Blasts
EU Parliament One Last Time
before UK Delegates Leave.
The European Parliament voted 621 to 49 to allow the UK to
leave the European Union, finally fulfilling the 2016 ‘Brexit’
referendum. Brexit Party leader and MEP Nigel Farage has
campaigned for decades against the EU, a political union that
was sold to British voters merely as a common market. Some
critics predict that technocracy, cloaked as populism,
eventually will deliver essentially the same oppressive
government as the EU, except that it will be British instead
or European. [We share this unhappy view, but we are delighted
at the move anyway, because it could be the beginning of
something much bigger that, someday, might become a global
shift from collectivism to individualism.] -GEG

Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. on the
Stunning Corruption in the
Vaccine Industry that has
Killed Hundreds of Thousands
of Americans
Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. gives a blockbuster interview about the
vaccine industry and its capture of regulatory agencies
including the Center for Disease Control and the UN’s World
Health Organization. All of the 72 vaccines mandated for
children are produced by four companies: Merck, Sanofi,
Pfizer, and Glaxo-Smith Kline. No vaccine ever has been safety
tested with a real placebo. He says the CDC functions as a
vaccine company with a budget of $11- billion per year. $5billion is spent on buying vaccines at inflated prices. The
CDC approves vaccines, buys them from their manufacturer
friends, and then forces 78-million people to use them even
though they have never been tested for safety. In addition to
making $60-billion per year selling vaccines, the companies
make an additional $500-billion selling medications for
diseases the vaccines cause. (Note: if you are in a hurry,
skip ahead to the 7:45 minute marker) -GEG

Japan Set To Release 1.2Million Tons of Radioactive
Fukushima Water Into Ocean
A panel of experts advised the government of Japan to dump
over a million tons of radioactive water from the wrecked
Fukushima nuclear plant into the Pacific Ocean. The option of
allowing it to evaporate was rejected because it is expensive.
Since the plant was crippled by an earthquake and tsunami in
2011, Tokyo Electric, or Tepco, has collected nearly 1.2million tones of contaminated water from the cooling pipes
used to keep fuel cores from melting. Japan’s neighbors now
must deal with the consequences of contaminated water. -GEG
Just in case a global viral pandemic, whose sources are still
unclear and apparently now include human feces, wasn’t enough,
the global outrage meter is about to go “up to eleven” with
Japan now set to flood the world’s oceans with radioactive
water.
In a move that will surely prompt a furious response from
Greta Thunberg’s ghost writers (unless of course it doesn’t
fit a very narrow agenda), a panel of experts advising Japan’s
government on a disposal method for the millions of tons of
radioactive water from the destroyed Fukushima nuclear plant
on Friday recommended releasing it into the ocean. And, as
Reuters notes, based on past practice it is likely the
government will accept the recommendation.
Tokyo Electric, or Tepco, has collected nearly 1.2 million
tonnes of contaminated water from the cooling pipes used to
keep fuel cores from melting since the plant was crippled by
an earthquake and tsunami in 2011. The water is stored in huge
tanks that crowd the site.
The panel under the industry ministry came to the conclusion
after narrowing the choice to either releasing the

contaminated water into the Pacific Ocean or letting it
evaporate – and opted for the former, even though it means
that Japan’s neihgbors will now have to suffer the
consequences of the biggest nuclear disaster since Chernobyl.
Previously the committee had ruled out other possibilities,
such as underground storage, that lack track records of
success. At the meeting, members stressed the importance of
selecting proven methods and said “the government should make
clear that releasing the water would have a significant social
impact.”
Japan’s neighbor, South Korea, has for much of the past decade
retained a ban on imports of seafood from Japan’s Fukushima
region imposed after the nuclear disaster and summoned a
senior Japanese embassy official last year to explain how the
Fukushima water would be dealt with. They will soon have a
very unsatisfactory answer.
The build-up of contaminated water at Fukushima has been a
major sticking point in the clean-up, which is likely to last
decades, especially as the Olympics are due to be held in
Tokyo this summer with some events less than 60 km from the
wrecked plant and the Fukushima seclusion zone which will
remain uninhabitable for centuries. According to Reuters,
athletes are planning to bring their own radiation detectors
and food to the Games.
In 2018, the plant operator, TEPCO, apologized after admitting
it lied about the cleanup efforts and that its filtration
systems had not removed all dangerous material from the water
– and the site was running out of room for storage tanks.
Among the ludicrous proposals concocted to contain the
radioactive water was an idea straight out of Game of Thrones
– an underground ice wall. It did not work.
As a result, having given up on any containment approaches,
Tokyo will now literally flood the world with radioactive

water. Perhaps in an attempt to mitigate the angry outcry from
a world that is suddenly obsessed with a clean environment,
Japan said it plans to remove all radioactive particles from
the water except tritium, an isotope of hydrogen that cannot
be effectively removed with current technology. While it is
unclear just how Japan plans on “filtering” out radiation, we
with them the best of luck with that particular PR campaign.
Read full article here…

US
Army
Funds
‘Fully
Automated
Microaggression
Detector’ to ‘Catch Implicit
Bias’ In The Workplace
Boston, Massachusetts: The US Army Research Laboratory gave a
$1,500,000 three-year grant to two professors, Christoph Riedl
and Brooke Foucault Welles, at Northeastern University to
develop a “fully automated luxury microaggression detector”
Alexa-like device that monitors conversations to “catch
implicit bias” in workplaces across America. [If you can
detect biased speech, you can detect everything, which is
important if you seek total control over everyone. That’s why
the military is funding this.] -GEG

